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Abstract
We investigate the weak amenability of the algebra AðX Þ of approximable operators on a
Banach space X ; and its relation with the (bounded) approximation property. In particular, it
will be shown that the (bounded) approximation property is neither necessary nor sufﬁcient
for the weak amenability of AðX Þ:
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1. Introduction
LetA be a Banach algebra, and let X be a BanachA-bimodule. A (bounded) linear
map D : A-X that satisﬁes the identity
DðabÞ ¼ DðaÞ  bþ a DðbÞ ða; bAAÞ:
is called a (continuous) derivation. Every map of the form a/a  x x  a (aAA),
where xAX is ﬁxed, is obviously a continuous derivation. Derivations of this form
are called inner derivations.
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The ﬁrst Hochschild–Johnson cohomology group of A with coefﬁcients in an A-
bimodule X; denoted by H1ðA;XÞ; is deﬁned as the quotient of the space of
continuous derivations from A into X by the corresponding (sub)space of inner
derivations. Thus, triviality of H1ðA;XÞ amounts to every continuous derivation
from A into X being inner.
The topological dual X0 of a Banach A-bimodule X is also a Banach A-bimodule
under the actions
ða  f ÞðxÞ ¼ f ðxaÞ and ðf  aÞðxÞ ¼ f ðaxÞ ðaAA; xAX; fAX0Þ:
A Banach algebra A is said to be amenable if, for every Banach A-bimodule X;
H1ðA;X0Þ ¼ f0g [J1], and weakly amenable if H1ðA;A0Þ ¼ f0g [BCD,J2].
For instance, the group algebra, L1ðGÞ; of a locally compact group G is always
weakly amenable [J3], and is amenable if and only if G is amenable in the classical
sense [J1]; a Cn-algebra is always weakly amenable [Ha], and is amenable if and only
if it is nuclear [Co,Ha].
In this paper we shall be concerned with the weak amenability of the algebra
AðXÞ of approximable operators on a Banach space X : Here,AðXÞ is the closure in
BðXÞ of the ideal FðXÞ of continuous finite-rank operators on X ; where BðXÞ
denotes, as usual, the algebra of all bounded linear operators on X : Special emphasis
will be put on the relationship between weak amenability of this algebra and the
(bounded) approximation property.
Recall that a Banach space X is said to have the approximation property (AP in
short), if for every compact set KCX and every E > 0; there is an operator TAFðXÞ
such that jjTx xjjpE for every x in K : If, in addition, the operator T can always be
chosen with jjT jjpl for some lX1 ﬁxed, then X is said to have the l-approximation
property (l-AP in short). A Banach space X is said to have the bounded
approximation property (BAP in short) if it has the l-AP for some l:
The study of the amenability of AðXÞ goes back to the origins of the subject in
[J1]. Further progress was made in [GJW], where amenability of AðX Þ is described
as a (symmetric) approximation property. Actually X 0 (and hence X ) has BAP
whenever AðX Þ is amenable.
Some results on weak amenability of AðXÞ are obtained in [DGG]. It is shown
there that AðX Þ is weakly amenable whenever X has one of the following forms:
(i) X ¼ E"Cp; where Cp denotes any of the universal spaces introduced by Johnson
[Joh] and E is any Banach space with BAP; and (ii) X ¼ lpðYÞ; 1opoN; where Y is
any reﬂexive Banach space with AP.
All the above results were good reasons to suspect that BAP would be important
in trying to explain the weak amenability ofAðX Þ as a consequence of the geometry
of X : The main outcome of this paper is that the weak amenability of AðXÞ is
largely independent of whether or not X has the BAP.
The paper has been organized as follows. First, in Section 2 we shall give a
characterization of the weak amenability of AðXÞ: This characterization will be
essential for the results of the subsequent sections.
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In Section 3 we shall investigate the weak amenability of AðX Þ in the context of
direct sums, duals, and predual spaces. The BAP will play a signiﬁcant role in most
of the results of this section. In particular, it will be shown that, contrary to what
happens with amenability, the class of Banach spaces X with BAP for whichAðX Þ is
weakly amenable is invariant under direct sums. Also as a simple consequence of our
results on direct sums it will be seen that (AP) BAP is not required for weak
amenability.
The failure of BAP to be a necessary condition is the main motivation for the
results of Section 4. In this section a necessary condition will be given and, using it,
examples will be constructed of Banach spaces X for which AðXÞ is not weakly
amenable. All the examples given in this section will have the additional feature of
failing AP. Thus, these results will not allow us to draw any conclusion about the
sufﬁciency of BAP for the weak amenability of AðX Þ:
The question of whether or not BAP is sufﬁcient will be answered, also in the
negative, in the last section of this paper. Concrete examples will be provided of
Banach spaces X with BAP such that AðXÞ is not weakly amenable. Sufﬁcient
conditions for the weak amenability of AðXÞ can be found in [Bl].
We shall assume throughout that all our Banach spaces are over the complex ﬁeld.
2. A characterization of weak amenability of the algebra AðEÞ
We start by establishing some terminology.
Given a Banach space E; we identifyFðEÞ and E0#E in the usual way, that is, we
associate to the element v ¼Pi li#xiAE0#E the operator %vAFðEÞ deﬁned by
%vðxÞ ¼Pi liðxÞxi ðxAEÞ: In particular, we shall talk about the operator norm
(instead of the injective norm) of an element in E0#E; and the projective norm of an
operator in FðEÞ: We denote the latter by jj  jj4:
The completion of E0#E ð¼FðEÞÞ in the projective norm is the tensor algebra of
E and is denoted by E0 ##E: It is well known (see [He, II. 2.19]) that E0 ##E is a
Banach algebra.
The canonical trace on E0 ##E; denoted by trE (or just tr if the space E is clear
from the context), is the unique, continuous linear functional on E0 ##E; which is
deﬁned on elementary tensors by
trEðl#xÞ ¼ lðxÞ ðlAE0; xAEÞ:
Given a ﬁnite-rank operator W ; we denote by trW ; the usual (operator) trace. The
latter will not cause any trouble with our previous conventions, as the canonical
trace of an element vAE0#E coincides with the trace, in the usual sense, of the
associated operator %v in FðEÞ:
The adjoint of a bounded operator U is denoted by U 0:
If X and Y are isomorphic (respectively, isometric) normed spaces, we write this as
XCY (respectively, XDY ), and denote by dðX ;Y Þ the Banach–Mazur distance
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between them, that is, the inﬁmum of numbers jjT jj jjT1jj; where T is an
isomorphism between X and Y :
The completion of a normed space X is denoted by X: If x1; x2;y; xr are vectors
of some linear space X ; we denote by spfx1; x2;y; xrg their linear span.
Given a normed linear algebra A; and an A-bimodule X; we denote by ZðXÞ its
centre.
The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let E be a Banach space, and let A be a dense subalgebra of ðE0#E;
jj  jj4Þ (and hence of E0 ##EÞ: The algebra AðEÞ is weakly amenable if and only if,
whenever TABðE0Þ satisfies
jtrðTðRS  SRÞ0ÞjpK jjRjj jjSjj ðR;SAAÞ
for some constant K ; the following holds:
(A) There exists lAC and a constant K˜ such that
jtrððT  lÞW 0ÞjpK˜jjW jj ðWAAÞ:
Moreover, (A) is equivalent to the following condition:
ðAnÞ there exists a constant Ko such that
jtrðTW 0ÞjpKojjW jj
for all WAA such that trW ¼ 0:
In proving Theorem 2.1, we shall need the next two lemmas.
Lemma 2.2. Let A1 ¼ ðA; jj  jj1Þ and A2 ¼ ðA; jj : jj2Þ be normed algebras such that
jj : jj1Xjj : jj2; let ðX1; jjj : jjj1Þ be a Banach A1-bimodule, and let ðX2; jjj : jjj2Þ be a
Banach A2-bimodule. Moreover, suppose that X2 is contained in X1 with
jjj : jjj2Xjjj : jjj1 . If D : A2-X2 is a continuous derivation, then @ : A1-X1 defined
by @ :¼ i3D3IA; where i : X2-X1 denotes the natural inclusion, and IA : A1-A2
denotes the formal identity map, is also a continuous derivation. In particular, we may
take Xi ¼ A0i ði ¼ 1; 2Þ:
Proof. This is immediate from the deﬁnitions. &
Lemma 2.3. Let E be an infinite-dimensional Banach space, let A be a dense
subalgebra of ðE0#E; jj : jj4Þ; and let TABðE0Þ: Then there exist lAC and a bounded
sequence ðLnÞCA with trðLnÞ ¼ n ðnANÞ such that
sup
n
fjtrðTL0nÞ  lnjgoN: ð1Þ
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Proof. By the well-known theorem of Dvoretsky on spherical sections of convex
bodies, for each nAN there is an n-dimensional subspace EnCE such that
dðEn; ln2Þo2: Let Tn : En-ln2 be a linear isomorphism such that jjTnjj jjT1n jjp2; let
fe1; e2;y; eng be the unit vector basis of ln2 ; and let fen1 ; en2;y; enng be the
corresponding set of biorthogonal functionals (nAN). Deﬁne
xi;n :¼ T1n ei and xni;n :¼ T 0neni ð1pipn; nANÞ;
and let li;nAE0 be an extension of xni;n such that jjli;njj ¼ jjxni;njj ð1pipn; nANÞ: Then
deﬁne the projection
Sn :¼
Xn
i¼1
li;n#xi;n ðnANÞ:
It is easily veriﬁed that the sequence ðSnÞ satisﬁes: (i) tr Sn ¼ n; (ii) jjSnjjp2
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p ¼
oðtr SnÞ; and (iii) jjSnjj4p2n ¼ Oðtr SnÞ ðnANÞ:
Since A is dense in FðEÞ in the projective norm, there exists ðS˜nÞCA such that
jjSn  S˜njj4p1 ðnANÞ: Then jtr Sn  tr S˜njp1 ðnANÞ; and consequently
jjS˜njjpoðtr SnÞ þ 1 ¼ oðtr S˜nÞ and jjS˜njj4 ¼ Oðtr SnÞ þ 1 ¼ Oðtr S˜nÞ:
Let ðlnÞCC be the sequence deﬁned by ln :¼ trðTS˜0nÞ=tr S˜n ðnANÞ: It is easy to see
that ðlnÞ is bounded. In fact, we have
jtrðTS˜0nÞjpjjT jj jjS˜0njj4pjjT jj jjS˜njj4 ¼ Oðtr S˜nÞ ðnANÞ:
Let ðS˜nk Þ be a subsequence of ðS˜nÞ such that limk kðlnk  lÞ ¼ 0 (for some lAC)
and kjjS˜nk jj ¼ Oðtr S˜nkÞ (such a sequence exists, since ðlnÞ is bounded and
jjS˜njj ¼ oðtr S˜nÞ). Then the sequence ðLkÞCA deﬁned by Lk :¼ kS˜nk=tr S˜nk ðkANÞ
has all the required properties. &
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We start by proving that AðEÞ is weakly amenable if and
only if ðAÞ is satisﬁed.
Let A be as in the hypotheses. Deﬁne A1 :¼ ðA; jj : jj4Þ and A2 :¼ ðA; jj : jjÞ: It is
easily seen that A1DE
0 ##E and A2DAðEÞ: Then note that condition (A) is
equivalent to the following:
ðwÞ if fAA01 is such that the map S/S  f  f  S ðSAAÞ deﬁnes a continuous
derivation from A2 into A
0
2; then there is gAA
0
2 such that f  gAZðA01Þ:
To see this, for every TABðE0Þ; deﬁne T4 : A1-C by T4ðSÞ :¼ trðTS0Þ ðSAAÞ:
The map T/T4; BðE 0Þ-A01; is an isometric linear isomorphism [Pa, 1.7.11]. Thus,
given fAA01; there exists a unique TABðE 0Þ such that T4 ¼ f ; and so for R;SAA;
ðS  f  f  SÞðRÞ ¼ ðS  T4  T4  SÞðRÞ
¼T4ðRS  SRÞ ¼ trðTðRS  SRÞ0Þ: ð2Þ
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The continuity of S/S  f  f  S ðSAAÞ as a map from A2 into A02 means
that
jjS  f  f  SjjpKf jjSjj ðSAA2Þ ð3Þ
for some constant Kf : Combining (2) and (3), we ﬁnd that, if S/S  f f  S ðSAAÞ
deﬁnes a continuous derivation from A2 into A
0
2; then
jtrðTðRS  SRÞ0Þj ¼ jðS  f  f  SÞðRÞj
pKf jjSjj jjRjj ðR;SAAÞ:
On the other hand, by [Gr1, Lemma 2], ZðA01Þ ¼ spftrg and so we have
f  gAZðA01Þ with gAA02 if and only if f  ltrAA02 for some lAC: Moreover,
ðf  ltrÞðWÞ ¼ ðT4  lI4E ÞðWÞ
¼ trððT  lIEÞW 0Þ ðWAAÞ:
This shows that (A) and ðwÞ are equivalent.
Next, we show that AðEÞ is weakly amenable if and only if ðwÞ is satisﬁed.
Assume that A2 is weakly amenable. Let fAA
0
1 be such that the map
D : A2-A
0
2; S/S  f  f  S is a continuous derivation. Then D must be inner,
that is, DðSÞ ¼ S  g g  S ðSAAÞ for some gAA02: It follows from this and the
deﬁnition of D that f  gAZðA01Þ: Thus, ðwÞ (and hence (A)) is satisﬁed. This proves
the ‘only if ’ part.
Conversely, assume ðwÞ holds. Let D : A2-A02 be a continuous derivation. By
Lemma 2.2, with Xi ¼ A0i ði ¼ 1; 2Þ; the operator @ :¼ i3D3IA : A1-A01 is also a
continuous derivation. Since A1DE
0 ##E and the tensor algebra of E is weakly
amenable [DGG, Theorem 5.1], the continuous extension of @ to A1 is an inner
derivation. Thus DðSÞ ¼ @ðSÞ ¼ S  f  f  S ðSAAÞ for some fAA01: Now ðwÞ
guarantees the existence of gAA02 such that f  gAZðA01Þ: Equivalently S  f
f  S ¼ S  g g  S ðSAAÞ: The last condition clearly means that D is an inner
derivation. Thus A2 (and henceAðEÞ) is weakly amenable. This proves the ‘if’ part.
We have shown thatAðEÞ is weakly amenable if and only if (A) is satisﬁed. Let us
now show that condition (A) is equivalent to ðAnÞ:
That (A) implies ðAnÞ is obvious.
Let us prove the converse implication. Let T satisfy ðAnÞ: By Lemma 2.3, there
exist lAC and a bounded sequence ðLnÞCA with trðLnÞ ¼ n ðnANÞ such that (1) is
satisﬁed. We show that, if ðAnÞ holds, then condition (A) is satisﬁed for this value of
l: In fact, assume towards a contradiction that ðAnÞ holds yet there exists a bounded
sequence ðWnÞCA such that
sup
n
fjtrððT  lÞW 0nÞjg ¼N:
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Let trðWnÞ ¼ rn: Without loss of generality we may suppose that rn is a positive
integer ðnANÞ: Then
jtrððT  lÞW 0nÞjp jtrðTðWn  LrnÞ0Þ  ltrððWn  LrnÞ0Þj
þ jtrðTL0rnÞ  ltrðL
0
rn
Þj:
Both summands on the right-hand side of the above inequality are bounded, the ﬁrst,
because of ðAnÞ; and the second, because of our choice of l and ðLnÞ: The
contradiction is now obvious. &
Corollary 2.4. Let E be a reflexive Banach space, and let A be as in Theorem 2.1.
Then AðEÞ is weakly amenable if and only if, whenever TABðEÞ is such
that
jtrðTðRS  SRÞÞjpK jjRjj jjSjj ðR;SAAÞ
for some constant K ; the following holds:
(A) there exists lAC and a constant K˜ such that
jtrððT  lÞWÞjpK˜jjW jj ðWAAÞ:
Proof. When E is reﬂexive the map T/T 0; BðEÞ-BðE0Þ; is an isometric anti-
isomorphism. Using this fact, elementary properties of the trace, and Theorem 2.1,
the desired result follows. &
3. Direct sums, duals, and preduals
Given a direct sum of Banach spaces, X ¼ X1"X2; we denote by
gk :X-Xk ðik :Xk-X Þ; k ¼ 1; 2; the canonical kth coordinate projection (embed-
ding). Then for VABðX Þ (respectively, V˜ABðX 0ÞÞ we denote by Vkj (respectively,
V˜kjÞ the operator gkV ij (respectively, i0kV˜g0jÞ; 1pk; jp2: Without loss of generality,
we shall suppose that the norm on X1"X2 has been chosen such that jjgkjj ¼ 1
for k ¼ 1; 2:
For each TABðX 0Þ; set
lT :W/trðTW 0Þ ðWAFðXÞÞ ð4Þ
and
bT : ðR;SÞ/trðTðRS  SRÞ0Þ ððR;SÞAFðX Þ FðX ÞÞ: ð5Þ
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Then deﬁne
DX :¼fTABðX 0Þ : bT is bounded
ðFðXÞ with the operator normÞg: ð6Þ
We denote by jjbT jj the norm of bT (TADX ).
Lemma 3.1. Let X1 and X2 be infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, and let X ¼
X1"X2: Suppose that at least one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) X 01 has the BAP;
(ii) X 02 has the BAP;
(iii) X has the BAP.
Then, for each TADX ; there exists a constant KT such that
jlTði1W12g2 þ i2W21g1ÞjpKT jjW jj ðWAFðXÞÞ: ð7Þ
Proof. Let us suppose that X 01 has the l-AP for some lX1: Then by [DF,
Section 16.3, Corollary 1] X1 has the l-AP as well. Let TADX ; and let WAFðX Þ:
Take PAFðX1Þ with jjPjjplþ 1 such that PW12 ¼ W12; and let QAFðX1Þ with
jjQjjplþ 1 such that W21Q ¼ W21 (the existence of P and Q is guaranteed by
[DF, Section 16.9, Corollary]). Then since g1i1 ¼ IX1 ; g2i1 ¼ 0 and g1i2 ¼ 0; we have
jlTði1W12g2Þj ¼ jlTði1Pg1i1W12g2  i1W12g2i1Pg1Þj
¼ jbTði1Pg1; i1W12g2ÞjpjjbT jj jji1Pg1jj jji1W12g2jj
p ðlþ 1ÞjjbT jj jjW jj
and
jlTði2W21g1Þj ¼ jlT ði2W21g1i1Qg1  i1Qg1i2W21g1Þj
¼ jbTði1Qg1; i2W21g1ÞjpjjbT jj jji1Qg1jj jji2W21g1jj
p ðlþ 1ÞjjbT jj jjW jj:
Combining the last two inequalities, we obtain the desired one with KT ¼ 2ðlþ 1ÞjjbT jj:
The proof is completely analogous if one of condition (ii) or (iii) be satisﬁed
instead of (i). &
Given a Banach space X and a continuous ﬁnite-rank operator W on a Banach
space Y ; we set
jW jX ¼ inffjjRjj jjSjj : RAFðX ;YÞ;SAFðY ;X Þ and RS ¼ Wg; ð8Þ
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where FðX ;Y Þ (respectively, FðY ;X Þ) denotes the normed space of continuous
ﬁnite-rank operators from X (respectively, Y ) into Y (respectively, X ).
Proposition 3.2. Suppose that the hypotheses of the previous lemma are satisfied.
If AðX1Þ is weakly amenable and there exists r > 0 such that
jW jX1prjjW jj ðWAFðX2ÞÞ; then AðX Þ is weakly amenable.
Proof. We shall use the characterization given in Theorem 2.1.
Let TADX and WAFðX Þ be such that trW ¼ 0: It is easily seen that T11ADX1 :
Since AðX1Þ is weakly amenable, by Theorem 2.1, there exists lAC and a constant
K1T > 0 such that
jtrððT11  lÞW˜0ÞjpK1T jjW˜jj ðW˜AFðX1ÞÞ: ð9Þ
Taking into account the fact that trW11 þ trW22 ¼ trW ¼ 0; we see that
jlT ði1W11g1 þ i2W22g2Þj ¼ jlT11ðW11Þ þ lT22ðW22Þj
pK1T jjW11jj þ jtrððT22  lÞW 022Þj: ð10Þ
We show next that there exists a constant K2T > 0 independent of W such that
jtrððT22  lÞW 022ÞjpK2T jjW22jj:
Let RAFðX1;X2Þ and SAFðX2;X1Þ: We have
jtrðT11ðSRÞ0Þ  trðT22ðRSÞ0Þj
¼ jtrðTði1Sg2i2Rg1  i2Rg1i1Sg2Þ0Þj
¼ jbTði1Sg2; i2Rg1ÞjpjjbT jj jji1Sg2jj jji2Rg1jj
pjjbT jj jjRjj jjSjj:
Using the last inequality and (9), we see that
jtrððT22  lÞðRSÞ0Þj
pjtrððT11  lÞðSRÞ0Þj þ jtrðT11ðSRÞ0Þ  trðT22ðRSÞ0Þj
pðK1T þ jjbT jjÞjjRjj jjSjj ðRAFðX1;X2Þ;SAFðX2;X1ÞÞ:
Then, taking into account the deﬁnition of j : jX1 (see (8)), it follows that
jtrððT22  lÞW 022ÞjpðK1T þ jjbT jjÞjW22jX1 ;
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and, in turn, by our hypothesis about j : jX1 ; that
jtrððT22  lÞW 022ÞjpK2T jjW22jj; ð11Þ
where K2T ¼ rðK1T þ jjbT jjÞ:
Combining (7), (10), and (11), we see that
jlTðWÞjp jlT ði1W11g1 þ i2W22g2Þj þ jlTði1W12g2 þ i2W21g1Þj
pK1T jjW11jj þ K2T jjW22jj þ KT jjW jjpK˜T jjW jj;
where K˜T ¼ K1T þ K2T þ KT (KT as in Lemma 3.1). Thus ðAnÞ is satisﬁed, and so,
by Theorem 2.1, AðXÞ is weakly amenable. &
Let ðGnÞ be a sequence of ﬁnite-dimensional Banach spaces dense (in the Banach–
Mazur sense) in the class of all ﬁnite-dimensional Banach spaces, such that for every
nAN the set fi : GnDGig is inﬁnite. The Banach space Cp (p ¼ 0 or 1pppN) is the
lp-sum of the sequence ðGnÞ; that is, Cp :¼ ð
P
"Nn¼1GnÞlp (see [Joh,Joh1]).
Corollary 3.3. For every Banach space E; the algebraAðE"CpÞ is weakly amenable.
Proof. This is immediate from the above proposition and the deﬁnition of the
Banach spaces Cp (recall that AðCpÞ; p ¼ 0 or 1ppoN; is weakly amenable
[Gr2]). &
Corollary 3.4. For every Banach space E; the algebra AðE"CNÞ is weakly
amenable.
Proof. The Banach space CN contains a 1-complemented isometric copy of the dual
of every separable Banach space [Joh1]. In particular, it contains a 1-complemented
isometric copy of Cp for every 1ppoN: Now apply Corollary 3.3. &
Corollary 3.5. There are Banach spaces X without the AP for which AðX Þ is weakly
amenable.
Proof. If a Banach space X has the (AP) BAP, then every complemented subspace of
X also has this property. Thus, if E is a Banach space without the (AP) BAP, the
Banach space X ¼ E"Cp; p ¼ 0 or 1ppoN; must fail the (AP) BAP, yet by
Corollary 3.3, AðXÞ is weakly amenable. &
With this we have shown that (AP) BAP is not a necessary condition for weak
amenability of the algebra AðXÞ:
As before, let X ¼ X1"X2; but now let us suppose that both AðX1Þ and AðX2Þ
are weakly amenable. Is AðX Þ weakly amenable?
We shall prove the following.
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Theorem 3.6. Suppose the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied. IfAðX1Þ andAðX2Þ
are weakly amenable, then AðXÞ is weakly amenable.
Given a normed space X ; kX : X-X 00 denotes the canonical embedding. For
arbitrary normed spaces X and Y we denote by X ##Y (respectively, X $#Y ) their
projective (respectively, injective) tensor product.
Lemma 3.7. Let X and Y be infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. If either X or Y has
the BAP, then the bilinear form b :FðX ;YÞ FðY ;X Þ-C defined by bðR;SÞ :¼
trðRSÞ ðRAFðX ;YÞ; SAFðY ;XÞÞ is unbounded.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let us suppose that X has the Z-AP for some ZX1:
Take d; E > 0: Let S ¼Pni¼1 li#xiAY 0#X ; and let PAFðXÞ be such that
jjPjjpZþ E and PS ¼ S (we have used [DF, Section 16.9, Corollary]). By the
Hahn–Banach Theorem and [DF, Section 3.2, Proposition (1)], there exists
TABðY 0;X 0ÞDðY 0 ##XÞ0 with jjT jj ¼ 1 such that jjSjj4 ¼ trðTS0Þ: Deﬁne T1 :¼
P0TAFðY 0;X 0Þ: Then, by the principle of local reﬂexivity, there exists T2 :
T 01ðX 00Þ-Y such that jjT2jjp1þ d and ðT 01kX ðxiÞÞðliÞ ¼ liðT2T 01kX ðxiÞÞ for all i:
Take RAFðX ;YÞ such that R00 ¼ kYT2T 01 (it is not difﬁcult to see that
R ¼ T2T 0kXP). Then
jjSjj4 ¼ trðT1S0Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1
ðT 01kX ðxiÞÞðliÞ
¼
Xn
i¼1
liðT2T 01kX ðxiÞÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
ðR00kX ðxiÞÞðliÞ ¼ trðRSÞ:
Since E and d can be arbitrarily small it follows that
jjSjj4psupfjtrðRSÞj : RAFðX ;Y Þ; jjRjjpZg:
Analogously, using the fact that ðY 0 $#XÞ0DIðY 0;X 0Þ (see [DF, Section 10.1,
Proposition]), it can be proved that
jjSjjpsupfjtrðRSÞj : RAFðX ;Y Þ; jjRjjIpZg:
If b is bounded, then jj : jjI and jj : jj are equivalent inFðX ;YÞ and, consequently,
jj : jj4 and jj : jj are equivalent inFðY ;X Þ; that is Y 0 ##XCY 0 $#X : But since X has
the BAP, either dimXoN or dimYoN (see [Pi1]), which is a contradiction. Thus
b must be unbounded. &
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We show that condition ðAnÞ of Theorem 2.1 is satisﬁed.
Let TADX ; and letWAFðXÞ be such that trW ¼ 0: By Lemma 3.1, it is sufﬁcient
to consider W with W12 ¼ 0 and W21 ¼ 0: Since AðX1Þ and AðX2Þ are weakly
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amenable, there exist l1; l2AC and positive constants K1;K2 such that
jtrððT11  l1ÞW 01ÞjpK1jjW1jj ðW1AFðX1ÞÞ ð12Þ
and
jtrððT22  l2ÞW 02ÞjpK2jjW2jj ðW2AFðX2ÞÞ: ð13Þ
We have
trðTW 0Þ ¼ trððT11  l1ÞW 011Þ þ trððT22  l2ÞW 022Þ
þ l1 trðW11Þ þ l2 trðW22Þ:
Taking into account the fact that trW11 ¼ trW22 and that tr is unbounded (recall
that dimX1 ¼ dimX2 ¼N), it is easily seen from the last identity together with (12)
and (13) that ðAnÞ is satisﬁed if and only if l1 ¼ l2:
Let SBAFðX1;X2Þ and RBAFðX2;X1Þ: Deﬁne R :¼ i1 RBg2 and S :¼ i2 SBg1:
Then
bTðR;SÞ ¼ trðT11ðRBSBÞ0Þ  trðT22ðSBRBÞ0Þ
¼ trððT11  l1ÞðRBSBÞ0Þ  trððT22  l2ÞðSBRBÞ0Þ
þ ðl1  l2Þ trðRBSBÞ:
It follows that
jl1  l2jjtrðRBSBÞjpðjjbT jj þ K1 þ K2ÞjjRBjj jjSBjj
ðSBAFðX1;X2Þ; RBAFðX2;X1ÞÞ: ð14Þ
Since by hypothesis either X1 or X2 has the BAP (see Lemma 3.1), the bilinear
form of Lemma 3.7 cannot be bounded. Thus, (14) is possible if and only if l1 ¼ l2;
and so ðAnÞ is satisﬁed. &
Corollary 3.8. Let Xi be an Lpi -space, 1ppipN ð1pipnÞ: Then
AðX1"X2"?"XnÞ is weakly amenable.
Proof. For n ¼ 2 the result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6. The
general case follows by induction. &
Remark. Note that Aðlp"lqÞ ð1op; qoNÞ is amenable if and only if p ¼ q or
p ¼ 2 or q ¼ 2: It is also known that Aðc0"lpÞ is not amenable for 1opo2 and
that Aðl1"lpÞ is not amenable for 2opoN: All these results can be found in
[GJW, Theorem 6.9].
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Corollary 3.9. Let E be a Banach space with the BAP. If AðEÞ is weakly amenable,
then Aðlmp ðEÞÞ ð1pppN;mANÞ is weakly amenable.
Proof. Since E has the BAP, the same holds for E"E: Thus, by Theorem 3.6,
AðE"EÞ is weakly amenable. Now continue by induction in the obvious way. &
Remark. The converse of the above corollary is true for every Banach space and not
only for those that satisfy BAP. This follows easily from Theorem 2.1. In fact, it is
not hard to see that, if TADE ; then T : lmp ðEÞ-lmp ðEÞ deﬁned by TððxiÞmi¼1Þ :¼
ðTxiÞmi¼1 ððxiÞmi¼1Almp ðEÞÞ belongs to Dlmp ðEÞ: SinceAðlmp ðEÞÞ is weakly amenable, there
are lAC and K > 0 such that
jtrððT lÞW0ÞjpK jjWjj ðWAFðlmp ðEÞÞÞ:
For each WAFðEÞ deﬁneWAFðlmp ðEÞÞ by
WððxiÞmi¼1Þ :¼ ðWx1; 0;y; 0Þ ððxiÞmi¼1Almp ðEÞÞ:
Then trW ¼ trW; trðTW 0Þ ¼ trðTW0Þ and jjW jj ¼ jjWjj: The rest is clear.
Let us now turn to the study of the relationship between the weak amenability of
AðXÞ and the weak amenability of AðX 0Þ: We have the following result analogous
to Corollary 5.3 of [GJW].
Proposition 3.10. Let X be a Banach space. IfAðX 0Þ is weakly amenable, thenAðXÞ
is weakly amenable.
Proof. Let TADX : Let RB ¼
Pn
j¼1 y
00
j#tj and S
B ¼Pmi¼1 x00i#li be arbitrary
elements in FðX 0Þ: By the principle of local reﬂexivity there exists
T1 : spfx00i ; y00j : 1pipm; 1pjpng-X
such that jjT1jjp2 and xðf Þ ¼ f ðT1xÞ ðxAspfx00i ; y00j : 1pipm; 1pjpng; fAsp fli; tj ;
Tli;Ttj : 1pipm; 1pjpngÞ: Let R ¼
Pn
j¼1 tj#T1y
00
j and S ¼
Pm
i¼1 li#T1x
00
i :
Then S00 ¼ kX T1ðSBÞ0; R00 ¼ kX T1ðRBÞ0; and
jtrðT 0ðRBSB  SBRBÞ0Þj ¼ jtrðTðSR RSÞ0ÞjpjjbT jj jjRjj jjSjj
p 4jjbT jj jjRBjj jjSBjj;
that is, T 0ADX 0 :
Since AðX 0Þ is weakly amenable, by Theorem 2.1, there exist lAC and a positive
constant K such that
jtrððT 0  lÞW˜0ÞjpK jjW˜jj ðW˜AFðX 0ÞÞ:
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Thus
jtrððT  lÞW 0Þj ¼ jtrððT 0  lÞW 00ÞjpK jjW jj ðWAFðXÞÞ;
proving that AðXÞ is weakly amenable. &
Let E be a Banach space, and let K be a compact topological space. We write
CðK ;EÞ for the Banach space of continuous, E-valued functions on K ; with the
uniform norm.
Corollary 3.11. Let E and K be as above. Suppose that dimCðKÞ ¼N: If E0 has the
Radon–Nikody´m property (RNP) and E00 has the BAP then AðCðK ;EÞÞ is weakly
amenable.
Proof. The dual of CðKÞ is isometrically isomorphic to an inﬁnite-dimensional
Banach space of the form L1ðmÞ for some measure m; and it is well-known that
L1ðmÞ ##FDL1ðm;FÞ for every Banach space F : Thus, since E0 has the RNP and
CðKÞ has the AP, we have from [DF, Section 4.2, Example 2 and Theorem 16.6] that
CðK ;EÞ0D ðCðKÞ $#EÞ0DCðKÞ0 ##E0
DL1ðmÞ ##E0DL1ðm;E0Þ:
By [Bl, Theorem 4.1], AðL1ðm;E0ÞÞ is weakly amenable, and now the desired result
follows by Proposition 3.10. &
It is natural now to ask about the converse of Proposition 3.10, that is: does the
weak amenability ofAðXÞ imply the weak amenability ofAðX 0Þ? We shall see in the
next proposition that under certain additional hypotheses on X ; or, more precisely,
on X 00; this does in fact hold.
Proposition 3.12. Let X be a Banach space such that AðXÞ is weakly amenable. If
kX ðX Þ is complemented in X 00 (in particular, if X is a dual space), and if
jW jXprjjW jj ðWAFðX 00ÞÞ for some constant r > 0 (in particular, if X 00 has the
BAP), then AðX 00Þ (and by Proposition 3.10, AðX 0Þ too) is weakly amenable.
Proof. It is well known that kX ðXÞ is complemented in X 00 whenever X is a dual
space, and it is shown in [BDG, Proposition 4(a)(2)] that, if X 00 has the BAP, then
there exists a constant r > 0 such that jW jXprjjW jj ðWAFðX 00ÞÞ: The rest is
clearly a consequence of Proposition 3.2. &
Using the last proposition we recover the following (see Corollary 3.4).
Corollary 3.13. AðCNÞ is weakly amenable.
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Proof. The space C1 ð¼ C00Þ satisﬁes the hypotheses of the last proposition, and
CN ¼ C01: &
4. A necessary condition
We have seen in the preceding section that BAP is not a necessary condition for
the weak amenability ofAðX Þ: Our next proposition gives a necessary condition for
the weak amenability of this algebra. Note that the argument is similar to that used
in Proposition 3.6.
Proposition 4.1 (Necessary condition). Let X1 and X2 be infinite-dimensional Banach
spaces, and let X ¼ X1"X2: If the bilinear map b :FðX1;X2Þ FðX2;X1Þ-C
defined by bðS;RÞ :¼ trðSRÞ is bounded, then AðXÞ is not weakly amenable.
Proof. Take l1; l2AC distinct, and let TABðX 0Þ be deﬁned by Tij :¼ 0 if iaj and
Tii :¼ liIXi ð1pi; jp2Þ (see the notation at the beginning of Section 3). Supposing
the bilinear map b is bounded, we have
jtrðTðRS  SRÞ0Þj ¼ jðl1  l2ÞtrðR12S21Þ  ðl1  l2ÞtrðS12R21Þj
p 2 jl1  l2jjjbjj jjRjj jjSjj ðR;SAFðXÞÞ:
On the other hand, since dimXi ¼N; tr :FðXiÞ-C ði ¼ 1; 2Þ is unbounded, and
so condition ðAnÞ of Theorem 2.1 cannot be satisﬁed. To see this, take WAFðXÞ
with trW ¼ 0: Then we have
trðTW 0Þ ¼ ðl1  l2ÞtrW11 ¼ ðl2  l1ÞtrW22:
For any positive integer n; there exists WiAFðXiÞ such that jtrWij > njjWijj
ði ¼ 1; 2Þ: Clearly, we may always suppose that trW1 ¼ trW2: LetW :¼ i1 W1 g1 þ
i2W2g2: Then
njjW jjpnðjjW1jj þ jjW2jjÞo 2jl1  l2jjtrðTW
0Þj:
Thus, as we claimed, ðAnÞ is not satisﬁed, and consequently, by Theorem 2.1,AðXÞ
is not weakly amenable. &
The last proposition essentially says that, given a Banach space X ; forAðXÞ to be
weakly amenable it is necessary that whenever P is a continuous projection on X
such that both rg P and ker P are inﬁnite-dimensional, the bilinear map bP :
Fðker P; rg PÞÞ Fðrg P; ker PÞ-C deﬁned by bPðS;RÞ :¼ trðSRÞ is unbounded
(compare this with the deﬁnition of an approximately primary Banach space given
in [GJW]).
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Corollary 4.2. Let X and Y be infinite-dimensional Banach spaces such that X $#Y ¼
X ##Y holds isomorphically. Then AðX"Y 0Þ is not weakly amenable.
Proof. We can identify FðX ;Y 0Þ with a linear subspace of ðX $#YÞ0 by associating
to each VAFðX ;Y 0Þ the linear functional jV : X $#Y-C deﬁned by
jV ðx#yÞ :¼ ðVxÞðyÞ ðxAX ; yAYÞ:
Since X $#YCX ##Y ; we have ðX $#Y Þ0CðX ##YÞ0DBðX ;Y 0Þ; and so there exists a
constant C > 0 such that jjjV jjpCjjV jj ðVAX 0#Y 0 ¼FðX ;Y 0ÞÞ:
Let RAFðX ;Y 0Þ ¼ X 0#Y 0 ﬁxed. By [DF, Theorem 6.7 (Extension Lemma)], jR
has a natural extension j4RAðX $#Y 00Þ0 deﬁned by
/j4R ; x#y
00S ¼ /y00;RxS ¼ trðR ðy00#xÞÞ ðxAX ; y00AY 00Þ
such that jjj4R jj ¼ jjjRjj: It follows that
jtrðRSÞj ¼ j/j4R ;SSjpjjj4R jj jjSjj
pCjjRjj jjSjj ðRAFðX ;Y 0Þ;SAFðY 0;X ÞÞ:
Now, to ﬁnish our proof we just need to apply Proposition 4.1. &
Before passing to our next result we need to recall some terminology. Let U :¼
f1; 1gN; and let m be the normalized Haar measure on U; that is, the inﬁnite product
of
1
2
ðd1 þ d1Þ: Denote by en : U-f1; 1g the nth coordinate projection on U: A
Banach space X is said to have cotype q; 2pqoN; if there is a constant C such that,
for all ﬁnite subsets fx1; x2;y; xng of X ; we have
Xn
i¼1
jjxijjq
 !1
q
pC
Z
U
Xn
i¼1
eixi



 dm:
We denote by CqðX Þ the smallest constant C such that the above inequality holds.
Recall also that an operator T from a Banach space X into a Banach space Y is
said to be p-summing, 1ppoN; if there is a constant C such that, for any ﬁnite
subset fx1; x2;y; xng of X ; we have
Xn
i¼1
jjTðxiÞjjp
 !1
p
pC sup
Xn
i¼1
jxðxiÞjp
 !1
p
: xAX 0; jjxjjp1
8><
>:
9>=
>;:
The smallest constant C for which the last inequality holds is called the p-summing
norm of T and is denoted by ppðTÞ: The p-summing operators form a linear space,
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PpðX ;Y Þ; and pp is a norm on it. Moreover, PpðX ;YÞ; with the norm pp is a Banach
space. Trivially, jjT jjpppðTÞ ðTAPpðX ;Y ÞÞ so that PpðX ;Y ÞCBðX ;Y Þ:
It is easily seen that, if TAPpðX ;YÞ ð1ppoNÞ and V : Y-Y1 and W : X1-X
are bounded linear operators between Banach spaces, then we have the ‘‘ideal
property’’: ppðVTW ÞpjjV jjppðTÞjjW jj:
A Banach space X is said to verify Grothendieck’s theorem or to be a G.T. space if
BðX ; l2Þ ¼ P1ðX ; l2Þ:
Corollary 4.3. Let X be a Banach space of cotype 2 whose dual X 0 is a G.T. space of
cotype 2. Then AðX"XÞ is not weakly amenable.
Proof. For any pair of operators R;SAFðXÞ we have, by [Ja, Propositions 4.2 and
17.7] and [Pi5, Lemma 3], that
jtrðRSÞjp jjRSjj4pp2ðRÞp2ðSÞ
pK2jjRjj jjSjj:
The desired result follows from the last inequality and Proposition 4.1. &
That there are inﬁnite-dimensional Banach spaces satisfying the hypotheses of
Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3 is a famous result of Pisier [Pi3, Theorem 3.2]. In fact, Pisier
proved that every Banach space of cotype 2 can be embedded isometrically into a
Banach space P satisfying the two following conditions:
(p.1) P ##P ¼ P $#P algebraically and topologically; and
(p.2) P and P0 are both G.T. spaces of cotype 2.
We shall refer to any inﬁnite-dimensional Banach space satisfying both conditions
above as a Pisier space. Note that a Pisier space necessarily fails to have the AP
(see [Pi1]).
Corollary 4.4. Let P be a Pisier space. ThenAðP"P0Þ andAðP"PÞ are not weakly
amenable.
Proof. It follows from the deﬁnition of a Pisier space together with Corollaries 4.2
and 4.3, respectively. &
Remark. Note that if P is any Pisier space, then so is P"P: Thus, by the last
corollary, there are Pisier spaces for which the algebra of approximable operators is
not weakly amenable.
Remark. It is implicit in the hypotheses of Proposition 3.2 that the subspace X1 of X
should be topologically complemented in X : At ﬁrst glance it is difﬁcult to get a real
feeling about the importance of this assumption. Our last result, together with
Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3, emphasizes its signiﬁcance. In fact, since l2 has cotype 2, there is
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a Pisier space P that contains l2 isometrically. Then, though (i) l
0
2 has the BAP, (ii)
Aðl2Þ is weakly amenable, and (iii) by [Pi4, Theorem 4.1] there exists a constant C such
that every operator U inFðP"PÞ (inFðP"P0Þ) satisﬁes jU jl2pCjjU jj (see (8)); the
algebra AðP"PÞ (resp. AðP"P0Þ) is not weakly amenable. What fails in these
examples is that P"P and P"P0 cannot contain a complemented isomorphic copy of
l2; for P"P and P"P0 satisfy (p.2), and by [Pi3, Corollary 3.5] there exists a constant
d > 0 such that for any ﬁnite-rank projectionQ we have jjQjjXd ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃrankQp :We will see,
however, in Lemma 4.5, thatAðP"P"l2Þ andAðP"P0"l2Þ are weakly amenable.
Another necessary condition for the weak amenability ofAðXÞ has been given by
Grnbæk. He noted that AðXÞ is weakly amenable only if the product map p :
AðXÞ ##AðXÞ-AðXÞ is onto. The latter is easily seen to be equivalent to the
following condition:
(P) There is a constant C such that for every UAAðXÞ; there are sequences
ðVnÞ and ðWnÞ in AðXÞ such that U ¼
PN
n¼1 VnWn and
PN
n¼1 jjVnjj jjWnjjpCjjU jj:
In [Pi5] Pisier constructed a Banach space X that fails the above property (and
hence such thatAðXÞ is not weakly amenable). This was the ﬁrst known example of
a Banach space X for which AðXÞ was not weakly amenable. We should point out
here that our necessary condition is not equivalent to Grnbæk’s. In fact, if P is a
Pisier space, then it is clear from Corollary 4.3 that P"P does not satisfy our
necessary condition. However, it is easily veriﬁed that P"P satisﬁes (P). This not
only shows that our necessary condition is not equivalent to Grnbæk’s, but also
shows that it is no worse than the latter. Moreover, the examples we have provided
in this section are essentially different from the one given in [Pi5].
We end this section with a result on inﬁnite direct sums. It is in some sense a
continuation of the results of Section 3. As we saw there for a Banach space X with
BAP, the algebraAðlmp ðXÞÞ (1pppN; mAN) is weakly amenable if and only ifAðXÞ
is weakly amenable. It will be shown here that the situation is signiﬁcantly improved if
we consider inﬁnite sums instead. In fact, we will see in Proposition 4.6 below that,
starting with a Banach space X such thatAðX Þ is not weakly amenable and summing
up inﬁnitely many copies of X (in the appropriate sense), we might end up with a
Banach space for which the algebra of approximable operators is weakly amenable.
We shall need the following lemma, which has independent interest. It is in fact a
corollary of Proposition 3.2.
Lemma 4.5. Let X be a Banach space of cotype 2 with dual X 0 of cotype 2 also,
(in particular X ¼ P"P or X ¼ P"P0 with P any Pisier space). Then for any
1opoN; AðX"lpÞ is weakly amenable.
Proof. Let UAFðXÞ: Since both X and X 0 have cotype 2, it can be shown using
[Pi4, Theorem 4.1] that there exist a positive integer K and operators U1AFðX ; lK2 Þ
and U2AFðlK2 ;X Þ such that U ¼ U2U1 and jjU1jj jjU2jjpðCX þ 1ÞjjU jj ðCX ¼
ð2C2ðX 0ÞC2ðXÞÞ
3
2Þ:
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It is known (see for instance [W, III.A. Exercise 6]) that lp ð1opoNÞ contains
uniformly complemented ln2 ’s, that is, that there are constants M1X1 and M2X1
such that for every nAN there exists an n-dimensional subspace EnClp and a
continuous projection Pn : lp-En satisfying: dðEn; ln2ÞpM1 and jjPnjjpM2: Take
T : EK-l
K
2 such that jjT jj jjT1jjpM1 and let iK : EK-lp denote the inclusion map.
Deﬁne R :¼ U2TPK and S :¼ iKT1U1: Then U ¼ RS and jU jlppjjRjj jjSjjprjjU jj
(see (8)), where r ¼ M1M2ðCX þ 1Þ:
With this we have shown that jU jlppr jjU jj ðUAFðXÞÞ for some constant r
independent of U : Since lp has the BAP andAðlpÞ is weakly amenable, we can apply
Proposition 3.2 to conclude that AðX"lpÞ is weakly amenable. &
Remark. Pisier proved (see [Pi2]) that any Banach space not containing ln1 ’s
uniformly must contain uniformly complemented ln2 ’s. Thus, it is clear from the
preceding proof that we can replace lp; in the hypotheses of Corollary 4.5, with any
Banach space X having the BAP, not containing ln1 ’s uniformly, and such thatAðXÞ
is weakly amenable.
Proposition 4.6. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space of cotype 2 with dual
X 0 of cotype 2. Then Aðl2ðX ÞÞ is weakly amenable. In particular Aðl2ðPÞÞ and
Aðl2ðP"P0ÞÞ are weakly amenable for any Pisier space P:
Proof. It is easy to check that both l2ðXÞ and ðl2ðXÞÞ0 ð¼ l2ðX 0ÞÞ have cotype 2.
Since l2ðX ÞCl2ðX Þ"l2; to ﬁnish our proof we just need to apply Corollary 4.5. &
Note that l2ðPÞ and l2ðP"P0Þ (where P is any Pisier space) also fail AP.
5. Insufﬁciency of the bounded approximation property
We have already seen that the BAP is not necessary for the weak amenability of
the algebra of approximable operators on a Banach space (Corollary 3.5). In this
section we consider the question of whether or not BAP is sufﬁcient. We will see that
there are Banach spaces X with the BAP such that AðXÞ is not weakly amenable.
We ﬁrst construct a reﬂexive Banach space E with unconditional basis such that
AðEÞ is not weakly amenable (Proposition 5.3). Then we will use a reﬁnement of the
former construction to show that there are indeed inﬁnitely many non-isomorphic
Banach spaces with the same properties. We have preferred to organize things in this
way so as not to complicate the main construction with details that are irrelevant to
the (non)weak amenability of the algebra AðEÞ:
Our main example is based on the following result of Tomczak-Jaegermann.
Lemma 5.1 (Tomczak-Jaegermann). Let ðEnÞ be a sequence of positive numbers,
and let ðpnÞC1; 2½ and ðknÞCN be strictly increasing sequences satisfying the
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inequalities
k
1
pn
1
2
n XE1n and k
1
pnþ1
1
2
n p2; ð15Þ
Then the following holds:
1.
Pn
i¼1 kiX
Pn
i¼1 E
1
i ðnANÞ; and
2. there exists a positive constant C; such that for every nAN; if S :
lknpn-ð
PN
i¼nþ1 l
ki
pi
Þl2 and R : ð
PN
i¼nþ1 l
ki
pi
Þl2-lknpn are bounded operators, then
jtrðRSÞjpCEnknjjRjj jjSjj:
We need the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 5.2. Let U : lkp-l
k0
2 and V : l
k0
2-l
k
p ð1ppp2Þ be linear operators. Then there
exists a constant C˜ independent of p; k and k0 such that
jtrðVUÞjpC˜k
3
2
1
pjjV jj jjU jj:
Proof. Let U and V be as in the statement of the lemma. By [Ja, Propositions 4.2
and 17.7] and [Pi4, Theorem 1.11], we have
jtrðVUÞjpp2ðVÞp2ðUÞp
ﬃﬃﬃ
k
p
jjV jjp2ðUÞ:
Let Ip;1 : l
k
p-l
k
1 and I1;p : l
k
1-l
k
p be the formal identity operators, so that jjIp;1jj ¼
k
11
p and jjI1;pjj ¼ 1: Then, by the ideal property of P2ðlk1 ; lk
0
2 Þ and the Little
Grothendieck Theorem ([Pi4, Theorem 5.10]), we have
p2ðUÞpp2ðU I1;pÞjjIp;1jjpC1k1
1
pjjU I1;pjjpC1k1
1
pjjU jj:
Combining both estimates above, we obtain the desired result with C˜ ¼ C1: &
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Note that from (15), 1 is automatically satisﬁed, so we only
need to show 2.
Fix nAN and let S : lknpn-ð
PN
i¼nþ1 l
ki
pi
Þl2 and R : ð
PN
i¼nþ1 l
ki
pi
Þl2-lknpn be bounded
operators. First we show that dðSðlknpn Þ; lk
0
2 Þp2 (where k0 ¼ dim Sðlknpn ÞÞ: For this, let
Fi :¼ giðSðlknpn ÞÞ ði ¼ nþ 1;yÞ; where gi : ð
PN
j¼nþ1 l
kj
pj Þl2-lkipi is the canonical i-th
coordinate projection. By a result of Lewis (see [Le]) and our choice of ðpnÞ and ðknÞ
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we have
dðFi; ldim Fi2 Þp dim F
j1
pi
1
2
j
i pk
1
pi
1
2
n
p k
1
pnþ1
1
2
n p2:
Thus the space ðPNi¼nþ1 FiÞl2 is 2-isomorphic to a Hilbert space and since Sðlknpn Þ
is a ﬁnite-dimensional subspace of ðPNi¼nþ1 FiÞl2 the same must be true for
Sðlknpn Þ:
Now let S˜ and R˜ denote the corestriction of S to Sðlknpn Þ and the restriction of
R to Sðlknpn Þ; respectively. Let T : Sðlknpn Þ-lk
0
2 be a linear isomorphism such
that jjT jj jjT1jjp2 (by our previous result such an isomorphism exists). Clearly,
RSx ¼ R˜T1TS˜x ðxAlknpn Þ; and so, by Lemma 5.2, we have
jtrðRSÞj ¼ jtrðR˜T1TS˜ÞjpC˜k
3
2
 1
pn
n jjR˜T1jj jjTS˜jj
p 2C˜knEnjjRjj jjSjj;
that is, condition 2 is satisﬁed. &
The proof of Lemma 5.1 that we have presented here is also due to Tomczak-
Jaegermann.
Proposition 5.3. Let ðEnÞ be a sequence of positive numbers such that
P
n EnoN; and
let ðpnÞC 1; 2½ and ðknÞCN be strictly increasing sequences satisfying inequalities (15).
Then AðXÞ is not weakly amenable for X ¼ ðP"nlknpn Þ2:
Proof. Denote by gi (respectively, ii) the canonical ith coordinate projection
(respectively, embedding) with respect to X : Then deﬁne Pn :¼
Pn
i¼1 iigi ðnANÞ;
and let A be the algebra of those operators WAFðX Þ such that
W ¼ PnWPn for some nAN: It is easily seen that A is dense in FðXÞ in the
projective norm.
Let T :¼Pn k1n ingn:We show that T belongs to DX and limn jtrððT  lÞPnÞj ¼N
ðlACÞ: Then, since jjPnjj ¼ 1 ðnANÞ; it follows by Corollary 2.4 that AðXÞ cannot
be weakly amenable.
Let R;SAA: Then S ¼ PnSPn and R ¼ PnRPn for some nAN: To simplify our
notation, in what follows Sij (respectively, RijÞ will denote the operator iigiSijgj
(respectively, iigiRijgjÞ ð1pi; jpnÞ:
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Let Wi :¼ k1i ðiANÞ: We have the following:
jbTðR;SÞj ¼
Xn
i¼1
Wi tr
Xn
j¼1
ðRijSji  SijRjiÞ
 !

¼
X
1pi;jpn
Wi trðRijSjiÞ 
X
1pi;jpn
Wj trðRijSjiÞ


¼
Xn1
i¼1
X
iojpn
ðWi  WjÞtrðRijSjiÞ

þ
Xn
i¼2
X
1pjoi
ðWi  WjÞtrðRijSjiÞ

¼
Xn1
i¼1
X
iojpn
ðWi  WjÞtrðRijSjiÞ


þ
Xn1
j¼1
X
joipn
ðWi  WjÞtrðRijSjiÞ

:
Since RijSli ¼ 0 whenever jal; the last expression can be written as
Xn1
i¼1
Wi tr
X
iojpn
Rij
 ! X
iolpn
Wi  Wl
Wi
Sli
 ! !

þ
Xn1
j¼1
Wj tr
X
joipn
Sji
 ! X
jolpn
Wj  Wl
Wj
Rlj
 ! !
:
Let
Ri ¼
X
iojpn
Rij; S
i ¼
X
iojpn
Wi  Wj
Wi
Sji; Sj ¼
X
joipn
Sji;
Rj ¼
X
joipn
Wj  Wi
Wj
Rij and Yi ¼
Xn
k¼iþ1
Wi  Wk
Wi
ikgk ð1pi; jpnÞ:
In particular: Rix ¼ iigiRðI  PiÞx and Six ¼ YiðI  PiÞSiigix ðxAXÞ; and it follows
that jjRijj ¼ jjRjj and jjSijjpjjSjj ð1pipnÞ: Then we have shown that
jbT ðR;SÞjp
Xn
i¼1
WijtrðRiSiÞj þ
Xn
j¼1
WjjtrðSjRjÞj: ð16Þ
Let S˜i denote the corestriction of Si to ðI  PiÞX ; and let R˜i denote the restriction
of Ri to ðI  PiÞX ; so that jjSijj ¼ jjS˜ijj and jjRijjXjjR˜ijj: Then, since ðI  PiÞX is
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isometrically isomorphic to ðP"Nj¼iþ1lkjpj Þ2; we have by Lemma 5.1 that
jtrðRiSiÞj ¼ jtrðgiRiSiiiÞj ¼ jtrðgiR˜iS˜iiiÞj
pCEikijjgiR˜ijjjjS˜iiijj
pCEikijjRijj jjSijj
pCEikijjRjj jjSjj ð1pipnÞ: ð17Þ
In a similar way, we obtain that
jtrðSjRjÞjpCEikijjRjj jjSjj ð1pjpnÞ: ð18Þ
Then, combining (16)–(18) we see that
jbTðR;SÞjp2C
X
i
Ei
 !
jjRjj jjSjj ðR;SAAÞ:
Since A is dense in FðXÞ in the projective norm, it follows that TADX as desired.
It remains to show that limn jtrððT  lÞPnÞj ¼N for all lAC: For this ﬁrst note
that the following identity holds:
trððT  lÞPnÞ ¼ n l
Xn
i¼1
ki
 !
ðnAN; lACÞ:
Since
PN
i¼1 EioN we have limi Ei ¼ 0; and in turn limi E1i ¼N: Thus
limn
1
n
Pn
i¼1 E
1
i ¼N: Then taking into account the fact thatPn
i¼1 kiX
Pn
i¼1 E
1
i ðnANÞ; it follows that limn jn lð
Pn
i¼1 kiÞj ¼N for all lAC
as we wanted. &
To produce families of non-isomorphic Banach spaces with the same property we
combine the previous construction with one given by Figiel [Fi]. Let us recall the
following result from [Fi].
Proposition 5.4. Let ðqnÞ be a strictly decreasing sequence of real numbers greater than
2, and let ðmnÞ and ðknÞ be sequences of positive integers such that
1. for every mn-dimensional linear subspace Z of ð
P
"Nj¼1lqnþj Þ2 the distance
dðZ; lmnqn Þ > n ðnANÞ; and
2. kn > n
P
ion ki; and each subspace YDl
nkn
qn
with dimY > 1
2
kn contains a subspace Z
such that dimZ ¼ mn and dðZ; lmnqn Þo2 ðnANÞ:
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Then the Banach space X ¼ ðP"Nn¼1lknqn Þ2 has the following property: for any nAN;
there exists no isomorphic embedding of Xnþ1 into Xn (here Xn denotes the Banach
space
P
"ni¼1Xi; where Xi ¼ X ð1pipnÞÞ:
The existence of sequences ðmnÞ and ðknÞ as in Proposition 5.4 is also proved in
[Fi]. We show next how sequences ðpnÞ; ðknÞ and ðmnÞ can be deﬁned such that ðpnÞ
and ðknÞ satisfy (15), and ðqnÞ; ðknÞ and ðmnÞ; where qn :¼ pn=ðpn  1Þ ðnANÞ; satisfy
the hypotheses of Proposition 5.4.
Let ðEnÞ be a sequence of positive numbers such that
P
n EnoN: We deﬁne ðpnÞ;
ðknÞ; and ðmnÞ in an inductive way. First we choose p1A ð1; 2Þ arbitrarily. Then,
assuming that p1; p2;y; pn; and k1; k2;y; kn1 have already been deﬁned, we deﬁne
kn; mn and pnþ1 as follows:
1. Choose %pnA ðpn; 2Þ;
2. Let qn ¼ pn=ðpn  1Þ and %qn ¼ %pn=ð %pn  1Þ; that is, qn and %qn are the conjugates
of pn and %pn; respectively. Choose mn > ðnLð %qnÞÞqn %qn=ðqn %qnÞ (here Lð %qnÞ as in the
proof of [Fi, Proposition A]);
3. Choose knAN; kn > kn1 such that
(a)
k
1
pn
1
2
n XE1n ;
(b) kn > n
P
ion ki; and
(c) each subspace YDlnknqn with dimY >
1
2
kn contains a subspace Z such that
dimZ ¼ mn and dðZ; lknqn Þo2: (by [Fi, Proposition 3], kn exists);
4. Choose pnþ1A ð %pn; 2Þ such that k
1
pnþ1
1
2
n p2:
Clearly, sequences ðpnÞ and ðknÞ deﬁned above are both strictly increasing, and
satisfy inequalities (15). It is also clear that ðqnÞ is a strictly decreasing sequence of
real numbers in the interval ð2;NÞ; and that ðmnÞ and ðqnÞ satisfy condition (2) of
Proposition 5.4 (the latter is condition 3(c) in the above deﬁnition). To see that
condition (1) is satisﬁed, ﬁrst note that, since %qn > qnþ1; the modulus of convexity of
ðP"Nj¼1lqnþj Þ2 admits the estimate Kð %qnÞe %qn ð0pep2Þ; where Kð %qnÞ is a constant
independent of e (see [Fi, Proposition 1] and corollary after it). Then since qn > %qn; it
follows from the proof of [Fi, Proposition A] and our deﬁnition of mn that condition
(1) of Proposition 5.4 is also satisﬁed.
Deﬁne X :¼ ðP"nlknpn Þ2: We have seen already that for ðpnÞ and ðknÞ as above,
AðXÞ is not weakly amenable. Moreover, by Proposition 3.10, the same is true for
AðX 0Þ: As X 0 ¼ ðP"nlknqn Þ2 we have by Proposition 5.4 that no two different
positive powers of X 0 are isomorphic. Combining this result with the remark after
Corollary 3.9 we obtain that the sequence ðXnÞ deﬁned by Xn :¼ ðX 0Þn ðnANÞ; is a
sequence of pairwise non-isomorphic Banach spaces with unconditional basis, and
such that AðXnÞ is not weakly amenable ðnANÞ:
If we consider subspaces of the Banach space X deﬁned in the last paragraph,
instead of direct sums, it is possible to generate an uncountable family of Banach
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spaces with the same properties as those of the sequence of the previous paragraph.
This is the content of our last proposition.
Let us denote by S the family of all strictly increasing sequences in N; and given
ðniÞAS; let us write fðniÞg for the set of its elements. We use the following result
from [CKL].
Lemma 5.5. Let ðqnÞ; ðmnÞ and ðknÞ be sequences as in Proposition 5.4, and let
ðniÞ; ðliÞAS: Then ð
P
"il
kni
qni
Þ2Cð
P
"il
kli
qli
Þ2 if and only if the symmetric difference
fðniÞgDfðliÞg is finite.
Proposition 5.6. There exists an uncountable family ðXaÞaAI of pairwise non-
isomorphic Banach spaces, each with an unconditional basis, and such that AðXaÞ is
not weakly amenable ðaAIÞ:
Proof. Let X ¼ ðP"ilknpn Þ2 be as in the discussion above. Let I be an uncountable
subset of S such that for any two sequences ðniÞ; ðliÞAI ; the symmetric difference
fðniÞgDfðliÞg is inﬁnite. Deﬁne XðniÞ :¼ ð
P
"il
kni
qni
Þ2 ððniÞAIÞ: Plainly, each
XðniÞ ððniÞAIÞ has an unconditional basis. Next note that XðniÞ ððniÞAIÞ is not
weakly amenable, for XðniÞ is the dual of ð
P
"il
kni
pni
Þ2; and it is easily seen that the
(sub)sequences ðpniÞ and ðkniÞ (of ðpnÞ and ðknÞ respectively) satisfy the inequalities
(15), the same as ðpnÞ and ðknÞ: Finally, by Lemma 5.5, and our choice of I we have
that no two different members of the family ðXðniÞÞðniÞAI are isomorphic. &
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